10 Days of Connections with Yale SOM
April 22 - May 3, 2024

**what:** A final spring semester push of brand building and candidate attraction before final exams. Virtual or on campus, we recommend no formal presentations to keep the focus on making connections!

**who:** Employers from all industries with active hiring needs + Students from all degree programs, seeking both full-time and internship opportunities

**how:**

**Choose a format**

- **Ask Me Anything (AMA)**
  30-45 minutes free of presentations but full of opportunities for students to ask questions in a group setting

- **Open Hour**
  Set aside 30-60 minutes for students to drop in ad-hoc to connect 1:1

- **Coffee Chats**
  Students pre-register for 15-20 minute slots to connect with you for informational-type discussion in a 1:1 or 2:1 setting

- **Screener Interviews**
  You post the job and pick a date, we market to students and schedule applicants for screening interviews. Learn more!

**Choose a date/time**

- **Mondays-Thursdays over the student lunch hour (11:45a - 12:45p), or any time on Fridays**

**Make it official in CMS**

**Click to submit in 12twenty:**
1. Event request
2. Job posting

Reach out to your Employer Partnerships Manager to get started!